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Foreword
What do architects understand research to be? How do architects use research? When and how do 
architects undertake research in their practices? What research knowled!e do practisin! architects 
need? How does research brin! value to architects’ practices and their clients? How do architects 
connect with research from academic and other research or!anisations?

For practi in! architects research can be a di"cult concept to pin down and define. It is a term which 
can mean di#erent thin!s to di#erent people, but what is clear is that research can be the intellectual 
fuel for the en!ine of innovation and !rowth for many businesses, includin! architects’ practices.

This short investi!ative publication, commissioned by the RIBA, uses interviews and case studies to 
try to answer some of these key questions in relation to the nature of research in practice. We hope that 
it will inspire architects’ practices to reco!nise the research they do in their day to day work, to actively 
support research activity and en!a!ement as part of their business models, and to reap the benefits 
of the research knowled!e available to them. It will also be invaluable in helpin! to shape the RIBA’s own 
future research strate!y, in particular as we assess pro!ress a!ainst the ambitions set out in Leading 
Architecture1  and start to develop our strate!y from 2016 onwards.

Stephen R. Hodder MBE Harry Rich
RIBA President 2013-2015 RIBA Chief Executive

 

1RIBA (2012) Leading Architecture: The RIBA’s Strategy 2012-2016, RIBA: London.
Available at: <http://www.architecture.com/Files/RIBAProfessionalServices/RIBAStrate!y2012-2016.pdf [Accessed 20 Au!. 2014] St
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This study uses interviews to develop a series 
of case studies and build up a picture of how 
architects in practice currently view research as 
a facet of their activities. By speakin! to a ran!e 
of di"erent types and sizes of practice we have 
attempted to discover the various ways in which 
architects define, obtain, undertake and use 
research. We have also asked what benefits and 
advanta!es research knowled!e brin!s to their 
business performance and quality of work, 
and to find out those areas of research in which 
they are most interested and en!a!ed.

The study is a snapshot of research activity 
in practice, o"erin! important insi!hts into a 
sometimes under-appreciated and frequently 
misunderstood aspect of architectural practice. 
Our key findin!s are that:

  Architects’ practices value research and 
consider it to be intrinsic to their work.

  Most practice based research is focused on 
the requirements of individual buildin! projects.

  There is relatively little separately funded 
research activity in architects’ practices and 
few practices access public research funds.

  Most research is technical/functional in nature; 
frequent areas of interest are environmental 
sustainability and ener!y e#ciency, analysis 
of precedents, and research into materials, 
products and construction techniques.

  Post-occupancy evaluation is !radually 
emer!in! as an important research activity.

  Some practices use research in areas such as 
desi!n theory, sociolo!y and policy to develop 
their philosophical approach.

  Where broader research pro!rammes are 
undertaken they tend to focus on developin! 
sector expertise which enhances credibility 
and provides competitive advanta!e.

  Links to academic and other research 
or!anisations and knowled!e bases are 
quite weak and where they do exist, are 
!enerally based on individual relationships.

  Practices reco!nise the potential for research 
as a separate practice activity formin! part 
of a diversified service o"er, but this has not 
yet been realised on a widespread basis.

All of these findin!s are discussed in more 
detail in the body of the report, but some further 
discussion is useful here.

We found that architects consider research 
to be an intrinsic part of the project work they 
undertake. This encompasses a ran!e of 
aspects from understandin! client needs, and 
evaluatin! project contexts, to assessin! the 
performance characteristics of materials and 
buildin! components. In fact most research 
in practices seems, perhaps not surprisin!ly, 
to be project focused. This project focused 
research includes investi!ation of environmental 
sustainability and ener!y e#ciency, analysis of 
precedents, and research into materials, products 
and construction techniques. Post-occupancy 
evaluation (POE) is clearly emer!in! as an area 
of increasin! interest and importance althou!h, 
as we know from other studies, there remain a 
number of barriers to routine POE.

In practices whose portfolio of work is focused 
on a particular sector (or sectors) we found 
reco!nition of the value of specialist sector 
knowled!e developed throu!h broader research, 
not necessarily related to individual buildin! 
projects, as a way of demonstratin! expertise 
and di"erentiatin! themselves to competitive 
advanta!e in the market place. A specific 
research knowled!e base both informs work in  
a specific sector and is a useful marketin! tool.

Executive Summary

Executive summary
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Whilst most of this broader practice- rather than 
project-orientated research was concentrated 
on technical and functional aspects, we did find 
examples of practice research which were more 
orientated towards desi!n theory, sociolo!ical 
and policy matters. For some practices this was 
important in enablin! them to develop a distinctive 
philosophy and demonstrate thou!ht leadership.

Lar!er practices had more compellin! examples 
of formal en!a!ement with academic and 
research institutions, which went beyond teachin! 
or individual research.  In these lar!er practices 
there was an appreciation that research could be 
developed as a business service; part of a more 
diverse practice o"er, which could broaden their 
market and !enerate new revenue streams. It is 
noteworthy that where practices were en!a!ed 
with academic researchers this tended to be with 
individuals rather than at an institutional level. 

There was only one practice which had received 
direct UK Government research fundin!.

Nonetheless the picture that emer!es is one 
in which the role and value of research in a 
knowled!e-based profession is reco!nised on 
a widespread basis, albeit with some practical 
barriers that stopped architects realisin! 
their aspirations. The project focused nature 
of architectural practice tends to mean that 
research is mainly undertaken in relation to 
individual buildin! projects and is lar!ely funded 
throu!h mar!inal elements of project fees. 

Overall, linka!es to research or!anisations 
and research knowled!e bases were often 
weak and ad hoc in nature. However, there is 
stron! evidence of an increasin! awareness 
of the potential role for research not just as 
part of project processes but as a distinct area 
of practice activity, potentially formin! part of 
a diversified ran!e of practice services.

 

 Executive SummaryWe found 
that  
architects
consider
research 
to be an
intrinsic
part of the 
project
work they
undertake.
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How architects understand research

Practi in! architects can en!a!e with research in 
a number of ways – with knowled!e, process or 
resources – but the case study interviewees did 
not draw a clear distinction between these forms 
of research:

research e.!. knowled!e about sustainability 
principles and how they can be inte!rated, 
knowled!e of which materials to use in a 
specific context.

and findin! knowled!e e.!. a site review, 
a visit to an archive, an experiment in materials.

knowled!e e.!. a journal article, the archive 
itself, blo!s or websites.

Althou!h this study was focused on the first 
two of these types, some overlap with the third – 
research resources – was unavoidable.

Key themes

Key themes

8
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Knowled!e
Subject of research

Processes
Ways of researchin!
and findin! 
knowled!e

Knowled!e
of research
processes

Processes
for accessin!
knowled!e

Knowled!e
of resources

Resources
Ways of accessin!
knowled!e

Fi!ure 1
research and knowled!e in architectural practice.
Source: BOP consulting

Key themes
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The move towards more structured research is 
part of a !rowin! trend within the architectural 
community away from ‘core’ practice (desi!nin! 
buildin!s) towards usin! architects’ skills in other 
ways (such as !eneric desi!n skills, communication, 
community en!a!ement, project mana!ement, 
and some scientific skills). This can be seen as a 
move from “core” to “diverse” practice, mirrorin! 
chan!es in practice identified in the RIBA Buildin! 
Futures publication The Future for Architects2. 

In very !eneral terms (and reco!nisin! the limited 
sample of this work), this was viewed as a !eneral 
trend or market movement away from “core” 
practice and “serendipitous research” towards 
a “diverse” practice and “structured” research. 
This is typified by PRP Architects, who have 
diversified their practice by enterin! new research 
and development areas; often these are hi!hly 
technical and scientific. Interviewees attributed 
this to both market forces (the decline in traditional 
markets) and to the increasin! technical 
requirements of current architectural practice, 
driven by the move towards sustainability – 
illustrated in Fi!ure 2.

All the practices interviewed considered ‘research’ to be intrinsic to 
architectural practice. From the moment they receive a brief they initiate 
a series of research tasks in order to better understand the needs of the 
client and the context of the build. For some this is a hi!hly structured 
approach, in others this is very loose and bespoke.

Key themes

2RIBA Buildin! Futures, (2010) The Future for Architects? [pdf]
Available at: <http://www.buildin!futures.or!.uk/projects/buildin!-futures/the-future-for-architects/the-future-for-architects-report/
[Accessed 20 Au!. 2014]
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Structured
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Fi!ure 2 
perceived trend in approach to research.
Source: BOP consulting
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The client –
and the brief
they set –
is the key
driver and 
constraint
for research
activities. 

Key themes
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Project-focused research

The client – and the brief they set – is the key 
driver and constraint for research activities. 
There was some su!!estion that motivations for 
conductin! research mi!ht also vary dependin! 
on size of practice; lar!er practices have capacity 
to conduct research outside of project time that 
is not necessarily client driven. For most, thou!h, 
meetin! client need was the main driver.

All the architects interviewed spent time 
researchin! the client, from understandin! the 
motivations behind the project, to investi!atin! 
the back!round of the client. This helps them to 
tar!et their desi!n concept at the ri!ht audience, 
helpin! them to be more successful at pitchin! 
ideas and winnin! work. For smaller practices, 
this is often the only type of research which 
they are able to dedicate research time to, whilst 
lar!er practices will allocate this activity to more 
junior architects. None of the practices reported 
that they had a structured approach to these 
client-related investi!ations. 

The case studies show that architects frequently 
choose to become specialists in a particular 
sector. This is justified as bein! market driven or 
because the practice has particular experience in 
that field, and is often seen as a way to di"erentiate 
themselves in the market. The use of this tactic 
varies accordin! to the size of the practice; sole 
practitioners !enerally do not have the capacity 
to conduct more than client-based research so it 
is often lar!er practices that are able to specialise 
in certain research fields. None of the architects 
interviewed identified themselves as havin! 
multiple research interests, citin! the scope and 
ma!nitude of research exercises as bein! a factor 
limitin! their research interests.

Of the architects interviewed, the majority 
focus their research activities on ener!y and 
sustainability.

All architects interviewed undertake research 
tasks, even if these sometimes were described 
rather as ‘testin!’, ‘experimentation’ or ‘innovation’; 
they viewed research as a separate activity that 
has dedicated time and resource allocation, 
!oin! beyond the scope of usual architectural 
demands, both in social and environmental 
contexts. Research was also clearly seen as bein! 
di"erent to ‘development’, which was viewed 
as the application of research-based knowled!e.

Interviewees were also asked to review their 
research tasks a!ainst the RIBA Plan of Work. 

Of the architects interviewed, none felt that their 
research activity sits easily within this framework; 
only client-based research tasks and post-
occupancy evaluations were noted as fittin! 
easily within it.

Drivers and constraints of research practice

 Key themes
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Practice-focused research

Almost all the architects interviewed discussed  
specialist research interests of their own 
(potentially a result of sample selection – their 
willin!ness to be involved in the study bein! a 
reflection of their !eneral interest in the subject). 
Alon!side these, they also accommodate 
more traditional research activities, includin! 
maintainin! a record of current buildin! 

re!ulations and standards, and conductin! a 
site constraints survey. These activities are seen 
as what keeps the practice runnin! and as an 
intrinsic aspect of an architect’s knowled!e and 
activity. Interviewees noted that newly-qualified 
architects had often failed to learn about this 
type of research at university, and that !uidance 
from the RIBA on the subject would be welcome.

Fi!ure 3 – research tasks by sta!e

Note that these tasks are not exhaustive, but rather are those identified by the interviewees.

In runnin! a practice
 
Comparisons of business 
data includin! salary 
rates and other business 
benchmarkin! data 
(supplied by the RIBA).

Research to help 
di"erentiate a practice, 
and to !ive an 
ideolo!ical or theoretical 
standpoint.

Market research 
(althou!h this is 
unlikely to be formal 
or structured except 
for lar!er practices). 
 

In respondin! to a brief

Research into the client 
and the context (mainly 
unstructured).

Some theoretical or 
contextual research 
that may help to define 
a desi!n response. 
  

In feasibility and desi!n

Context, plannin! and 
archival research.

Research into materials, 
especially with a focus 
on sustainability. 

Post-occupancy

Client survey and 
follow-up visit; informal 
and unstructured, 
or structured.

Key themes
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Knowled!e exchan!e: internal and external

The case study practices reco!nised the value 
of sharin! knowled!e but found the process 
challen!in!. There were four ways in which they 
shared knowled!e:

Internally, throu!h formal briefin!s or sessions. Case 
study practices reco!nised that they needed to do 
more work in this area.

Within the sector, where the role of the RIBA was 
reco!nised as bein! hi!hly important.

Within academia, where teachin! roles were often 
about keepin! people ‘on their toes’ rather than 
research. However there was limited evidence of 
practices learnin! from research academics directly, 
althou!h Sofie Pelsmakers had done this very 
successfully by actin! as the connection between 
architecture and academia herself. 

Conversations across sectors were cited by almost 
all practices as playin! a part in “serendipitous” 
knowled!e sharin! and searchin! for inspiration.

Re!ardin! research skills, practices noted that those 
up to speed in current research practice mi!ht not 
yet be senior enou!h to use these skills in practice. 
There was therefore a !ap in knowled!e between 
senior architects who mi!ht not have up-to-date 
research skills, and junior architects who had the 
requisite trainin! but were not !iven the opportunity 
to apply it. 

2
3

4

1

Key themes
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Supportin! research in practice

Interviewees identified numerous areas where they 
felt additional support would be beneficial with 
re!ards to access to research, or dissemination of 
research-based and other technical information. 

These included:

  Helpin! architects to find, share or use research 
and research-based knowled!e, such as best 
practice information.

  Information on the business benefits of 
research in practice, such as additional 
char!eable activities.

  Helpin! clients to realise the potential benefits 
that architectural research could brin! to their 
project.

  Providin! !uidelines and a framework for 
post-occupancy evaluation.

 Clear technical !uidance on emer!in! topics.

  Lists of contractors with experience in certain 
types of build processes.

  Verification/authentication of claims made by 
suppliers, especially re!ardin! materials.

The RIBA already provides some of these services, 
for example throu!h Business Benchmarkin! and 
the CPD Providers Network, and it could take on 
a !reater role in deliverin! others. Some however 
would be better provided by other or!anisations, 
for example verification of manufacturers’ claims 
is better addressed by or!anisations such as the 
British Board of A!rément.

Key themes
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Pierre Maré
 Architects

1
Pierre Maré’s use of research focuses 
on understandin! client need. 
Serendipity plays an important role.

Case study 1 : Pierre Maré  Architects 

18
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As a small practice, there is little time for 
anythin! but deliverin! work for clients and so 
there are few resources for research. The main 
drivers for research are client focused:

Almost all of the practice’s research is project-
based with the practice allocatin! set hours 
for client-based research at the start of each 
contract. As a sole practitioner, a lack of capacity 
stops research from becomin! a more distinct 
and packa!ed part of the service that the 
practice o"ers.

Any research that is conducted outside of 
project-time tends to be either serendipitous or 
informal. Mobile apps like Evernote are used to 
record new products, techniques and contractors, 
before bein! added to a hard copy product 
catalo!ue. Research in this form is embedded 
into practice and daily life.

Post-occupancy evaluations are not a priority 
for the practice; there is a lack of standardised 
!uidelines which would make this type of 
research more applicable for a wider audience 
(and therefore hold more value). Informal return 
visits to buildin!s are conducted when possible, 
with domestic clients bein! easier to survey than 
commercial clients. In the past, the practice has 
spent a week stayin! in a private house that it 
desi!ned to help understand and appreciate how 
the desi!n works in detail.

The practice

Pierre Maré Architects (PMA) – founded in 2007 – 
is run by Pierre Maré. Pierre is a sole practitioner, but 
the team expands where projects require additional 
resources. 

The practice works on projects in the UK and 
internationally, in particular in the US. Pierre has 
experience of workin! on residential, commercial 
and master plannin! projects. He studied at the 
University of Cape Town (South Africa) and the 
London Metropolitan University. Prior to settin! up 
his own practice, Pierre worked for Jamie Fobert 
Architects and Denton Corker Marshall.

Recent work has included a master plan for the 
Methow Valley near Seattle, combinin! residential, 
commercial and recreational uses. The practice is 
currently involved in several residential alterations 
and refurbishments as well as a commercial kitchen 
and café in London.

Case study 1 : Pierre Maré  Architects
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Understandin! research

The practice principal developed research skills 
and knowled!e when workin! in lar!er practices, 
includin! an understandin! in the need for ri!our 
and diversity in research activity. Pierre’s research 
activity is undertaken durin! project time; 
the workin! structure of the practice allocates set 
hours for research within a project bud!et. 
There is little capacity to conduct research outside 
these core activities and the practice would need 
to si!nificantly increase in size if research were to 
become a separate service of the business.

As part of the response to a client, research 
is part of the everyday practice of PMA. The 
majority of research takes place in the initial 
sta!es of the project; from receivin! the client 
brief to the point where the contractor becomes 
involved in the project. As seen in Fi!ure 4, 
much of these early sta!es include iterative 
research, respondin! to the client comments and 
responses to initial ideas. Usin! the RIBA Plan of 
Work, for PMA the preparation and desi!n sta!es 
are completely inte!rated; the client will normally 
start incurrin! costs after the initial research has 
been undertaken.

Case study 1 : Pierre Maré  Architects 

Sta!es 0-1

Research tasks

Sta!es 2-3 Sta!es 4-6 Sta!e 7

Fi!ure 4
Pierre Maré Architects’ approach 
to research-based tasks within projects. 
Source: Pierre Maré and BOP Consulting

Strate!ic Definition

Preparation and 
Brief

1.  Understandin! the 
client and brief

2.  Plannin! and 
precedents

Concept Desi!n

Developed Desi!n

Iteration

1.  C nceptualisin! 
the brief

2.  Decidin! on 
materials

Technical Desi!n

(No research 
activity)

In Use

1.  Return to location
2.  Follow-up survey 

to clients

Construction

Handover 
and Close Out

Source: Pierre Maré and BOP Consultin!
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Case study 1 : Pierre Maré  Architects

Client driven research:

The main research driver for Pierre Maré Architects 
is to understand the client need. A second and 
more nuanced driver comes from clients who 
will approach the practice re!ardin! a particular 
product or technique that they are interested in 
applyin! to their own build, and which will require 
research-based knowled!e in order to inte!rate 
them into the project. Both of these two drivers 
are client driven, sittin! well within the traditional 
scope of an architect’s role and activities. 

Often the client isn’t aware of the research 
involved in developin! a concept and desi!n. 
Once the technical drawin!s have been 
completed it is more di"cult to stop and say 
to the client ‘sorry the brief has chan!ed’ 
as it is not possible to !o back and reconsider 
the desi!n within the planned work bud!et.

An understandin! of the client’s needs is what 
underlines the majority of workin! practice. 
This type of research is intrinsic to the everyday 
functions of project-based work. 

The style of each build is focused on what 
a client has requested – rather than a 
practice-based ‘look’ that is reco!nisable across 
the portfolio of commercial project-work.

The brief sets out the primary research drivers 
for activity to understand the client need, helpin! 
to outline the context and the objectives of 
the work. From here, PMA will build a picture 
of the client, includin!: who they are, what their 
motivations are, and an understandin! of what 
they want. 

Other research involves !atherin! information on 
the local area (plannin! applications, precedents 
etc.) and buildin! a concept that fits within the 
brief. As a sole practitioner, Pierre works closely 
with all of the practice’s clients over the period of 
the project, buildin! a personal relationship.

understandin!
a client’s needs
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Case study 1 : Pierre Maré  Architects 
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North Bank Road, Methow Valley 
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Case study 1 : Pierre Maré  Architects

Products and techniques

Sometimes, research requests come directly from 
clients, who want a particular product or techniques 
used in their buildin!. The frequency of these 
requests is unpredictable, but they are welcome 
as it allows sole practitioners such as Pierre to 
allocate research time to a project: they would 
otherwise stru!!le to justify spendin! practice time 
on research. The research activities are informed by 
prior knowled!e and experience; and benefit both 
future projects and future project-based research.

Informal and serendipitous research

Post-occupancy evaluation is treated with a de!ree 
of informality, with the approach varyin! between 
domestic and commercial clients. Domestic clients 
are more accessible, and so informal evaluations 
are easier to conduct once the build is complete.

When tryin! to undertake informal post-occupancy 
evaluation domestic clients can be more open to 
the process than commercial clients.

On occasion (dependin! on the project) follow-up 
surveys will be sent to corporate clients, but this 
depends on the project. Pierre Maré Architects 
learnt that visitin! completed projects can !enerate 
new insi!hts, one example bein! a residential 
project in the Methow Valley: in retrospect, the client 
and the architect a!reed that the buildin! should 
have been rotated on the site by a further 15°.

Detail – 
a side extension to a residential property in Hackney

The challen!e was not over-developin! or over-desi!nin! the site. 
PMA noted that clients have a tendency to over-desi!n which is 
not desirable when the intention is investment for re-sale.

Research activities undertaken:

  Research with the Plannin! Authority (Hackney) into previous 
precedents – what plannin! applications have been rejected 
and accepted.

  Desi!n research: considerin! di"erent layouts and determine 
what can be achieved, drawin! on case studies.

Pierre spent approximately 10-15 hours desi!nin! the space, whilst 
two hours were carried out on preliminary research for the client.

The initial client brief outlined the inclusion of an en suite bathroom 
in the loft. After an initial desi!n phase it was determined that the 
room was too small to accommodate this addition, and the brief had 
to chan!e.
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Sofie 
Pelsmakers

2
Sofie has a particular view on the 
research requirements of architects, 
in particular research into the 
performance !ap – the !ap between 
predicted performance of a buildin! 
and that as-built.

Case study 2 : Sofie Pelsmakers 
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Sofie Pelsmakers stron!ly believes that there 
need to be more systemised and robust 
processes to shape the research that is part 
of architects’ everyday practice; there are few 
standardised !uidelines to formalise data 
collection and encoura!e research practice. 
Sustainability – the focus of Sofie’s research – 
is one of the most quantifiable and scientific 
fields of architecture, and she believes that 
many of the processes from this field could 
be applied to others.

She notes that environmental performance is 
just one area where there is a lack of detailed 
!uidance on product specification, installation 
and commissionin!. This may be responsible 
for a performance !ap – that between the rated 
performance of construction products and their 
performance in use.

The architect

Sofie Pelsmakers is currently a doctoral research 
student at the UCL Ener!y Institute, she has 
worked as a senior lecturer in Environmental 
and Sustainable Desi!n at the University of East 
London and is a cofounder of Architecture for 
Chan!e, a not-for-profit environmental buildin! 
and research or!anisation with an emphasis on 
practical advice to help clients and architects deliver 
environmentally friendly buildin!s. 

In 2012 she published The Environmental Design 
Pocketbook, (RIBA Publishin!, 2012) which was 
commended for its contribution to practice-based 
research. Sofie sits in an unusual position as both 
an academic and a practi in! architect.

She believes that at present, the majority of 
architects see the sole purpose of research as 
informin! project work and practice e"ciency. 
If architects were able to see a how their research 
could have cross-sector impact, architectural 
research would improve and stren!then.

Understandin! research

Sofie’s research back!round is stron!ly 
influenced by academic practice, and she 
has spent time reflectin! on how architects 
use research in their everyday practice.
 
This perspective is sli!htly tan!ential to other 
architects interviewed, who often were unable 
to dedicate time and resources to research 
outside of project time. 

Research “is just part of the job.”

Sofie reco!nises that practices undertake 
research intrinsically in their everyday activity, 
thou!h they may not re!ard this as research, 
but she does not consider talkin! to clients 
to be research. She feels architects should 
be encoura!ed to see a distinction, and more 
importantly a value, in challen!in! the status 
quo of conductin! project-based research. 
Sofie believes that chan!in! the current 
approach of research in practice would enable 
specific project based research to become 
meanin!ful and useful to the rest of industry. 
For her, this process of chan!e is centred on 
three main areas: transparency, standardisation 
(or systemisation) and access.

Case study 2 : Sofie Pelsmakers
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Transparency

Sofie notes there is a ‘performance !ap’ between 
the capabilities of a product or buildin! and its 
actual output or performance, and believes that 
architects are too trustin! of product specifications 
as well as lackin! the capacity to investi!ate and 
conduct their own tests; they never !o to the primary 
source. Traditionally architects are reco!nised for 
their ability to be inquisitive and !enerate ori!inal, 
creative desi!ns and so are well placed to undertake 
research, but these skills need to be applied 
more thou!htfully to how they can investi!ate, 
record, evaluate data and share their findin!s.

She proposes that the increasin! uptake of BIM 
software may o#er a solution as architects may feel 
their decision makin! is more exposed, and in turn 
will be encoura!ed to question their own sources of 
information more thorou!hly. 

Sofie believes that transparency also extends to the 
dissemination of the individual practice’s research 
findin!s and lessons learned to the wider industry. 
This is to ensure the entire industry benefits and 
delivers better buildin!s to!ether.

Standardisation

Sofie notes that standardisin! and systemisin! 
research processes would help architects to 
address the performance !ap.

In an academic sense, research methods need 
to be systemised, repeatable and comparable; in 
architectural practice they are currently too ad 
hoc, informal and non-comparable. In the lon! 
term, standardisation and systemisation of data 
collection on product and buildin! performance 
would benefit architects and clients, as there 
would be:

  improved e"ciency in selectin! materials 
and products for clients; and

  less time spent chasin! ‘dead ends’ for 
products.

  a feedback loop, ensurin! we learn and 
disseminate knowled!e !ained to understand – 
and reduce – the performance !ap, leadin! to 
better performin! buildin!s.

Standardisation and systemisation would also 
add ri!our to architectural practice, increasin! 
architects’ drive and competition between 
practices.

Part of the stru!!le is to be able to translate 
academic research into somethin! that is 
meanin!ful and useful for architects. Current 
systems are not well suited to help academics 
disseminate their work amon!st practices, 
nor are practices !enerally in a position to 
receive academic insi!hts. Sofie is concerned 
that the skills !ained by students whilst studyin! 
architecture are not bein! e#ectively applied in 
the workplace.
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Access

Beyond lackin! capacity to conduct research, 
Sofie believes that architects are faced with barriers 
to accessin! data on product performance and 
e#ective practice. Few practices have access to the 
academic journals which publish peer-reviewed 
scientific data on product performance and the 
monitorin! of buildin!s. Most frequently architects 
are likely to access secondary industry literature, 
such as buildin! re!ulations and plannin! policy 
documents (for example from the Construction 
Information Service).

Knowled!e about the relationship between ener!y 
performance and buildin! desi!n is constantly 
developin!, thou!h in many cases there are currently 
no precedents or research-based !uidelines 
available to practices. In order to !ain insi!hts – 
and to be able to apply them – architects need 
to en!a!e directly where those insi!hts are bein! 
!enerated, in this case primarily within academic 
institutions.

Sofie’s Environmental Design Pocketbook attempts 
to brid!e the knowled!e !ap between academia 
and industry by translatin! useful academic research 
into an industry publication, as will a future publication 
for 2016. Sofie believes that if more architects and 
construction industry professionals see the value of 
residin! in both worlds, the construction industry will 
have a better opportunity to understand and reduce 
the performance !ap.

Research
“is just
part of
the job”
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Axis Desi!n 
Architects

3
Axis Desi!n use research to develop 
their practice around Passivhaus 
methods, helpin! build a new business 
stream and distin!uishin! them from 
their competitors.

Case study 3 : Axis Desi!n Architects 
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The practice’s clients are mainly social housin! 
providers, and are often risk averse and unwillin! 
to try new products and services. By buildin! a 
network with suppliers they are able to test new 
products in-house before takin! them to clients. 
By showin! a commitment to Passivhaus, they 
were able to introduce its principles to their 
desi!ns. This took three years of research into 
the field of Passivhaus, culminatin! in a seminar 
with potential and existin! clients and suppliers.

Other areas of research tend to !et wrapped up 
in project time includin! site constraints mappin!, 
BIM and CPD. This research is !enerally carried 
out by junior architects who are also expected 
to provide up-to-date information on buildin! 
re!ulations and standards.

The practice

Axis Desi!n undertake two types of research projects: 
specialised research and everyday project- and 
practice-based research.

Understandin! research

The practice’s specialised research presents the 
practice to clients as leadin! specialists, and acts 
as a marketin! tool. This has become a more 
important part of their practice since their 
involvement with sustainable desi!n and Passivhaus 
movements (the last 3 years).

The two main subjects for Axis Desi!n’s specialist 
research:

a Social housin!
b Sustainability and Passivhaus

When it comes to everyday project- and practice-
based research (which includes updatin! records of 
buildin! re!ulations, standards and workin! best 
practice) research tasks are undertaken by project 
architects and other practice sta", while the specialised 
research primarily involves practice directors.

In the past, their close relationship with the social 
housin! sector has meant that research needs to 
!o beyond everyday project work as it may fit 
with the wider political a!enda; specifically on the 
welfare state and housin!.

Case study 3 : Axis Desi!n Architects
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Online you 
quickly find 
shared interests, 
links and access 
to latest papers 
and thinkin!
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Online and social media as a way to !et an 
informed understandin!

Axis Desi!n are heavily involved in online social 
networks, in particular usin! Twitter to en!a!e 
with other architects, suppliers and contractors. 
The benefits of involvin! themselves in this dynamic 
environment are:

  En!a!in! with the leadin! thinkers in a 
particular field.

 Allowin! them to punch above their wei!ht.

 En!a!in! in wider political debates.

“Online you quickly find shared interests, links and 
access to latest papers and thinking.”

By !eneratin! an online identity, Axis Desi!n are 
able to access the leadin! thinkers in their particular 
research field. They do not have stron! collaborative 
links to other academic institutions so social media 
platforms allow them to en!a!e with this otherwise 
distant network of researchers.

Buildin! relationships with suppliers to 
collaborate on research

Axis Desi!n’s relationship with suppliers !ives a 
research mechanism to help test new products 
and services. In the sustainability sector it is seen 
as di"cult at first to determine what products are 
likely to perform accordin! to the manufacturer’s 
specifications, which is why they have collaborated 
with suppliers to test performance.

Detail – 
Passivhaus – a research specialism 

For over 3 years, Axis Desi!n have been involved in the 
discussion around Passivhaus desi!n and build, promotin! the 
use of Passivhaus methods. The practice first came across the 
concept of Passivhaus throu!h online connections and trade 
ma!azines which has led to the practice actively undertakin! 
its lar!est research pro!ramme to date, includin! attendin! 
conferences and joinin! in the wider debate; particularly on social 
media platforms. Buildin! up the research specialism on the 
subject has involved in-depth conversations with manufacturers, 
in order to o#er clients a more thorou!h presentation of the 
services available.

A submission to a BRE competition meant that time spent 
compilin! a report could be used as a standalone piece of 
research, presentable to clients. Without the competition 
they would have found it di"cult to justify spendin! time on 
the subject.

The culmination of this research was a seminar on Passivhaus, 
!iven to their clients (local authorities and social housin! 
or!anisations) with the invitation extended to the supply chain.

Axis Desi!n Architects see the outputs of this research activity as 
a powerful marketin! tool, placin! them as leaders in Passivhaus 
and social housin! and showin! them to be dedicated and 
committed to the field.
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“The sustainability sector in particular is becoming 
increasingly complicated, and full of green wash. 
As an architect I think it’s extremely di!cult to have 
an informed opinion on product choice.” 

Research for Axis Desi!n is not just about time, 
but about havin! access to the physical resources 
and products to test. Buildin! a relationship with 
the supply chain allows them to build sample 
panels to refine the desi!n and related construction 
techniques. This is a service that smaller practices 
!enerally stru!!le to o"er to clients, or to !ain 
access to themselves. En!a!in! with supplier 
networks has improved learnin! and research 
throu!hout the practice, and also improved client 
relationships as they are provided with more 
detailed and specific information about the actual 
performance of a product.

“By demonstrating commitment and enthusiasm  
to the supply chain I get their support in return.”

The social housin! sector

The social housin! sector has specific desi!n 
needs; Axis Desi!n note that the sector need to 
o"er a"ordable, functional accommodation with 
limited creative ‘desi!n’ elements, built within a 
ti!ht bud!et. These clients, often local housin! 
associations, have an existin! set of suppliers 
who they use for materials and there can be little 
room to brin! in new products. This limits the 
scope for o"erin! additional services and does 
not encoura!e ‘blue-sky’ thinkin! in relation to 
problem-solvin! and research.

“Because we do a lot of work for local authorities, 
they have set specifications of materials and 
products that they use. As we’ve worked with the 
same clients time and time again you just know 
the set list of suppliers you normally go to.”

Part of Axis Desi!n’s research in this sector 
is keepin! up to date with spatial standards 
and lifetime standards requirements, includin! 
adherin! to housin! quality indicators.

Research subjects and methods at Axis Desi!n

 Sustainability and Social housin! Source
 ener!y performance

Passivhaus –   Social media
products   networks, trade
and methods   ma!azines, suppliers

Recent standards   Online
and !uidelines

Attendin! conferences    Conferences, 
and seminars   seminars

BIM   In-house trainin!
   and CPD

Site constraints plan   In-house, online   
   resources

Fi!ure 6
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Buildin! Information Modellin!

Axis Desi!n have undertaken BIM trainin! over 
the last few years. This has helped them to 
streamline customer interaction and improve 
e"ciency within their own practice. Currently they 
use BIM in client meetin!s as a demonstrative 
tool, to help them showcase desi!ns or concepts. 
Each architect has a responsibility to research 
BIM and its applications. Research in this area 
includes:

  How BIM will help them to mana!e their 
drawin! formats and protocols.

 Which British Standards are applicable to BIM.

  Comparative analysis – how other practices 
and or!anisations are usin! BIM.

 Which BIM procedures best suit their practice.

As a !rowin! sector of industry, they anticipate 
a need to dedicate time to understandin! BIM 
procedures over the comin! years and more 
research time will need to !o into this.

Project-based and practice mana!ement 
research

Junior architects carry out the majority of the 
practice’s everyday research-based activity. 
Once a project has been commissioned, a series 
of research tasks will be undertaken to build up 
a picture of the brief, resultin! in a ‘site constraints 
plan’. The site constraints plan includes:

 Details of the demo!raphics of the area.

 Aerial photo!raphy.

 Topo!raphic maps.

  Details of utilities and existin! services 
(usually this is commissioned as a separate 
piece of work).

  A note of relevant buildin! re!ulations and 
standards.

  Details of previous plannin! applications and 
precedents.
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Avery
Associates
Architects  

4
Avery Associates Architects have 
a structured process for research 
that tries to look beyond immediate 
practical use.  

Case study 4 : Avery Associates  Architects
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This is based on the practice’s experience and 
knowled!e, but is also a result of the projects it 
has been commissioned to desi!n. 

As is the case with most practices, Avery 
Associates Architects’ research work on a new 
project will be primarily driven by the client. 
The practice is motivated by a desire to !ain an 
understandin! of the client in order to define 
(and meet) a project’s aims.

Once this initial work is completed, Avery 
Associates Architects’ research is concerned 
with developin! a thorou!h understandin! of a 
buildin!‘s holistic inte!ration into its surroundin!s. 
In practical terms, research is also driven by 
contextual considerations about the site, the 
environment, the buildin!’s users, its materials 
and expression.

The practice

Avery Associates Architects was founded in 
1978 by Bryan Avery, a London-based architect 
who studied architecture at Leicester Colle!e of 
Art (now De Montfort University) and at Essex 
University. The practice has been involved in a 
lar!e ran!e of projects ran!in! from acclaimed 
cultural buildin!s – such as the Museum of 
Movin! Ima!e in London and the BFI London 
IMAX – to o"ces and educational buildin!s. 
The practice was named the winner of the Open 
Award for Technical Excellence in Architectural 
Technolo!y 2012 for its Repton School New 
Theatre in Derbyshire. 

Under Dalibor Vesely and Joseph Rykwert, 
Bryan Avery was a student of phenomenolo!y, 
the philosophical discipline that studies subjective 
experience, and this has had a stron! impact on 
the practice and its approach to research.

Understandin! research

Research is viewed as intrinsic to the practice 
with “contextual inte!ration” formin! the bulk of 
activity; includin! an understandin! of the !round 
rules that can be established for a specific project, 
and will lead its desi!n process.

The research inte!ration process is hi!hly 
structured. When startin! a new project, 
the practice moves throu!h a checklist of 
research tasks, which Bryan calls the seven 
Cs – Constraint, Conti!uity, Content, Climate, 
Construction, Choreo!raphy and Concinnity 
(referrin! to a harmony of parts). This establishes 
the parameters of each project. 

Their understandin! of research does not only 
cover the technical aspects of projects but is 
also stron!ly linked to their aesthetic, moral and 
philosophical aspects. This is viewed as bein! 
particularly true for the non-commercial projects 
that the practice takes on.

Case study 4 : Avery Associates Architects
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Definin! project constraints

For any new project Avery Associates Architects 
look at the site and establishes its constraints; 
the !round rules that will define the project. 
This phase of the research will determine the 
buildin!’s character, most especially the project’s 
ambition, and “whether your client wants the 
project to be the fi!ure or the !round”. Issues 
addressed include:

  Client need. Avery Associates Architects    
try, lar!ely throu!h interviews, to decipher  
the client and understand what  
constraints they may have in terms  
of their requirements, includin! level  
of ambition. In some rare cases, the client 
may be so ambitious that the architect has  
a totally free hand, but in most instances this 
is an important part in definin! the project.

  History. The site is investi!ated throu!h 
archival research and researchin! past 
precedents.

  Bud!etary constraints. The available bud!et 
for the project and how it a"ects phasin! or 
development.

  Context and plannin!. Topo!raphy, policy, 
and le!al implications. There may be other 
proposed developments in the area, which 
will chan!e the context.

This is the first phase of research on a project 
and is viewed as the most methodical and 
systematic one. It is a research process that involves 
communication with the clients about their ambitions 
and constraints, as well as communication with other 
professionals involved in the project – such as 
planners and hi!hways en!ineers.
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Fi!ure 7
Fra!ments of
Wilderness City.
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Research that 
could lead to 
a betterment, 
a chan!e, an 
innovation

Case study 4 : Avery Associates Architects 
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Sustainability

Miti!ation for climate chan!e is heavily inte!rated 
in Avery Associates Architects research process 
for each project; they aim to make the project 
responsive to ecolo!ical, and macro and micro 
environmental issues. The practice researches 
new ‘!reen’ materials and technolo!y, alon! with 
environmental desi!n that will be less disruptive to 
nature. The practice is also concerned with theoretical 
questions re!ardin! the role of architecture in 
renewin! people’s relationship to nature. 

“What really interests me is the research 
that could lead to a betterment, a change, 
an innovation.”

As well as bein! inte!rated into projects, 
sustainability is part of the practice’s independent 
research interests. Since the 1980s Bryan Avery 
has led his own on!oin! research “project 
for a Wilderness City”. This personal research 
contribution to the compact city concept is an 
approach to a sustainable way of livin! in cities in 
the future, where hi!h density housin! can occur 
alon!side lar!e restored wilds.

Understandin! conti!uity

Avery Associates Architects refer to the poetic 
back!round of a site or of a buildin! as “conti!uity”. 
They seek to understand what the “poetry” of the 
site is and to define the inte!ration of the buildin! 
in its context in both place and time; it defines 
the buildin!’s relevance to its circumstance. If the 
intention is to fit in, this research phase seeks to 
understand which buildin! may work in this context. 
If the intention is to be di"erent, this phase seeks to 
understand which buildin! may raise the quality of 
the area or/and chan!e the circumstance, by bein! 
bolder for instance.

“The whole of your life is an observance 
of things, so is research in my practice.”

Instinct is the main methodolo!y for this 
research, informed by the experience and 
knowled!e built up within the practice.

Understandin! expressive potential

The practice defines the social and aesthetic 
connotations that a buildin! carries as its 
“expressive potential”. Research related to the 
expressive potential does not relate to practical 
research about technolo!y or local constraints, but 
is rooted in aesthetic issues and critical thinkin!.

As part of this, Avery Associates Architects are 
interested in understandin! the relationship 
between the main users and the buildin!, in the 
contextual relationship between buildin!s and 
their tenants. The character of the buildin! 
will become a statement of how it provides 
comfort for, and benefit to, the user. For example, 
in the desi!n of the Old Bailey Courthouse the 
character of the buildin! was a critical reflection 
of the needs of members of the le!al profession.

The practice continues on-!oin! research into 
materials that contribute to a buildin! lookin! 
“well-built”. The palette of materials is a  
reflection of both aesthetic preference and 
material properties. 

Case study 4 : Avery Associates Architects
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Hyde 
and Hyde
Hyde and Hyde use research to 
help understand the local and 
philosophical context for their work. 

Case study 5 : Hyde & Hyde 
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As with other practices, research is an important 
part of meetin! client needs. Of all our case 
studies, they were the most focused on the use 
of philosophical and sociolo!ical theory as a core 
part of their research practice.

Hyde and Hyde’s practice focuses on private 
housin!, with some lar!er social housin! clients. 
The research is often about the local context for 
these houses – includin! materials and cultural 
history – or about the client’s specific needs, 
to help them understand and develop briefs. 
This process is about bein! “open, en!a!ed and 
liberal” rather than structured or systematic.

The practice

Hyde and Hyde was founded in 2006, and is 
based in Cardi", Swansea and Amsterdam. 
The practice’s directors, Kristian and Kay Hyde, 
both teach at the Welsh School of Architecture 
in Cardi" and at the University of Bath.

Understandin! research

Hyde and Hyde view research as a constant, 
but informal process, within their work; they see 
their practice as analytical and self-reflective. 
Their research relies on personal phenomenolo!ical 
experience and empirical knowled!e. This is 
expressed in the craftin! of spaces and details 
fundamental to their creative output.

Both of the practice’s directors view their teachin! 
as beneficial to their research: students question 
their tutors, encoura!in! reflective practice.

Client-driven research

As with most practices, research at Hyde and 
Hyde starts with the client. Research in practice 
varies accordin! to the client’s response to the 
practices architectural ideas; in their experience, 
clients hold a certain level of anxiety around 
contemporary desi!n. Research into other 
models of practice or use of other examples, 
can help address these concerns. This is always 
a hi!hly collaborative, en!a!ed process which 
involves “deep conversations” and “constant 
questionin!”, which allows the client to move 
towards a comfortable en!a!ement with 
contemporary architecture.

“Research is about taking a client on a journey.”

Case study 5 : Hyde & Hyde
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Fi!ure 8
House for a photo!rapher  
– camera obscura.
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Theory underpinnin! practice

Hyde and Hyde were distinct amon!st the case 
studies in brin!in! up wider theory as part 
of their research approach. They mentioned 
architectural, sociolo!ical and philosophical 
critics and theorists such as Kenneth Frampton, 
and the German philosopher Martin Heide!!er. 
The practice’s view is that this philosophical 
standpoint underpins their work, helpin! improve 
their understandin! of local context and client 
needs. Continued en!a!ement with these texts 
help to “teach them the timeless principles that 
will endure” and avoid “fads and buzzwords”; 
it also informs their teachin! at the Welsh School 
of Architecture.

En!a!in! with other specialists

Hyde and Hyde explicitly reco!nise the limitations 
of their time and expertise when workin! on 
projects. Rather than conductin! technical 
research, the practice uses external consultants, 
often havin! to persuade the client of the necessity 
of this approach and the value this brin!s.

The practice works collaboratively with others 
on technical research: “Architects can’t be experts 
in everything.”

Use of prototypes: materials and model makin!

Hyde and Hyde view testin! and experimentin! 
with early ideas, prototypes and models as part 
of their research tasks on each project. They 
brin! back material from site visits to test and 
experiment with ‘tactile research’. As a result 
of this approach, they spend more time than 
most at feasibility sta!e where these sorts of 
techniques can make a di"erence to the outcome 
of the project.

“We are trying to be more humanistic in 
approach. Reappraising the materials that  
have always been used… our work is often  
about traditional materials and using them 
in di!erent ways.”

Research and inspiration

The creative functions of desi!n are supported 
by research to !ive inspiration and to keep the 
practice up-to-date. This means the use of web 
resources (like Buildin! Blo!3) but also actively 
lookin! for other sources of inspiration, often 
from outside the sector.

“We are never stuck in the tramlines of 
architecture.” 

3BLDG BLOG Available at: <http://bld!blo!.blo!spot.co.uk/> 
[Accessed 20 Au!. 2014]
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Desi!n
En!ine

6
Desi!n En!ine practices research 
by experimentation, usin! scientific 
methods and workin! closely with 
technical consultancies to add value 
to often complex projects.

Case study 6 : Desi!n En!ine 
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Desi!n En!ine prefer not to limit their practice 
by declarin! specialist expertise, and use the 
process, rather than expertise, as a sellin! point 
for their practice.

Startin! out as a small practice, Desi!n En!ine 
worked on projects with a hi!h de!ree of 
technical complexity, requirin! considerable 
research. They have experienced periods of 
!rowth after intensive research projects; this 
has led to them bein! open to new ideas which 
challen!e traditional briefs. All members of the 
practice are expected to contribute by explorin! 
creative ideas and undertakin! research.

Althou!h they do not consider themselves as 
specialists in any one field (as this is seen as 
limitin!), they feel that recently, the majority of 
their research has been in desi!n and testin! 
new façades.

The practice

Winchester-based Desi!n En!ine has been 
practi in! for more than 12 years, and employs 
30 architects. The practice started out workin! 
on small projects with a hi!h technical content 
and demandin! research needs. They now undertake 
a diverse ran!e of projects from lar!e scale 
master-plannin! to eco-town initiatives, as well 
as retainin! a strand of work for domestic clients.

Understandin! research

Desi!n En!ine understands research as a 
process of experimentation and testin!, focused 
on the project, and driven by a need to make 
an ori!inal contribution. They see research and 
experimentation as “facilitatin! pivotal moments 
in the company’s !rowth”. Within the o"ce 
itself they surround themselves with research 
materials and products that are the subject of 
this testin! process; a particular research focus 
is on how materials can be used to temper, or 
to control, aspects of the environment. They 
do not see research as a bolt-on; they take it for 
!ranted that it is a natural part of the practice 
of architecture.

“Research tends to be more black and white, 
it has an answer. Experimentation as research: 
it’s whether it has an answer or not. There is an 
outcome but not necessarily an answer. Does 
research mean you’ll either find the answer, or 
you’ll find something as part of that process?”

Case study 6 : Desi!n En!ine
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Fi!ure 9
The British Embassy, Sana’a, Yemen.
Source: Desi!n En!ine
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Experimentation

Desi!n En!ine considers itself open-minded 
about research; all sta" are actively encoura!ed 
to innovative, and to test new ideas, with the 
practice likely to endorse requests for support for 
the research.

“I think our main understanding of research 
comes down to testing ideas, particularly when 
dealing with the environment and materiality.”

Viewin! research as a process of ‘experimentation’ 
means that they have no preconceptions about 
how somethin! will turn out. This does not mean 
they are open to research without purpose; 
boundaries for research are related to the client’s 
brief. This controls the ambition of the project, 
whilst leavin! room for new ideas to be !enerated.

Detail – 
Project focused research: 
The British Embassy, Sana’a, Yemen

Desi!n En!ine was commissioned to desi!n the British 
Embassy in Sana’a, Yemen; one of their fla!ship projects 
as a practice. It was also a turnin! point in how the practice 
approaches research, and how research fulfils part of the 
client brief. The Embassy needed to be hi!hly secure, 
as well as respondin! to the hi!h temperatures in Sana’a.

The practice worked collaboratively with other expert 
professions, such as en!ineers and experts in ballistics in  
order to test products and to develop a desi!n that addressed 
the client’s needs.

Successfully tenderin! for this project meant that 
Desi!n En!ine had to chan!e its research processes and 
approaches: they had to work more closely with other 
professional specialists, and this had led to their practice 
buildin! close relationships with product manufacturers,  
and buildin! a reputation for quality in desi!n concept  
and the products used.

Fi!ure 10
The exterior of the British Embassy, Sana’a, Yemen
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 Case study 6 : Desi!n En!ine

Fi!ure 11
samples of experimental charred larch.
Source: Desi!n En!ine

Detail – 
Project focused experimentation – Charred larch

Desi!n En!ine experimented with a new method of charrin! 
larch in order to reduce the risk of fire hazard in timber-clad 
buildin!s: charred larch is naturally fire retardant and prevents 
insect attacks. The method is popular in Japan where fire 
prevention is a priority and dwellin!s are in close proximity to 
each other. 

This experimentation was supported by research for the Eco 
Town initiative in Cornwall. The practice found that larch is 
commonly found in Cornwall and they were able to resource 
and process the materials for the project near to the build 
site, complementin! the client brief of usin! environmentally 
sustainable materials.

Informal experiments were undertaken in-house to investi!ate 
the impact of di"erent charrin! times, with the results written up 
as a report and presented to the client. Althou!h not a scientific 
output, it provides the justification for usin! this method.

48
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Case study 6 : Desi!n En!ine

Much of Desi!n En!ine’s recent research has 
been related to façades. The process be!ins 
with a specification, often written by the client. 
The practice then works closely with en!ineers 
and manufacturers to develop new products 
and prototypes. Prototypes are then tested to 
meet industry standards. Testin! costs are built 
into the project bud!et; the client sub-contracts 
a manufacturer to create the product and the 
architects work with them to brin! the product  
in line with the desi!n.

“With [products like] welded glass, you would 
always get a prototype done… and test it. You 
go to industry. We worked with Italian glass 
manufacturers in Milan and we were testing 
glass to destruction. They mock up part of the 
façade and do pressure tests on them – Force 
9 wind and rain, asking: can the façade keep the 
rain out?”

Knowled!e culture

Desi!n En!ine has systems for structurin! 
and sharin! research from projects in-house. 
They use Friday afternoons to share and explain 
current projects and present information; 
a chance for sta" to discuss recent projects in 
an informal settin!. The practice wants to 
prevent its research work from bein! ‘wasted’: 
it is recorded (reports that were presented to 
clients or presentations from in-house meetin!s) 
and referred back to.

Detail -
Project focused product testin!: Façade desi!n for Oxford 
Brookes University

The development of solar control !lass was part of an £85m 
redevelopment pro!ramme, which has a dedicated bud!et 
dedicated to new thinkin!. The new !lass drew on research 
about the site: the site plan, historic survey data and desk-
based research. The architects “liked the idea of reflectin! on 
the fact that the oak plantation existed before we !ot there”.

Patterns for the !lass drew on scientific investi!ation of the 
cell patterns of En!lish oaks: 

“We had slices of oak taken, blown those up; [a] ceramic print 
on the back of !lass and we’ve adjusted the density. We use 
this !lass to reduce the amount of solar !ain on the buildin!. 
Where we have south facin! !lass, it has that print on it.”

Fi!ure 12
solar control façade at Oxford Brookes University
Source: Desi!n En!ine
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HLM 
Architects
HLM Architects understand research 
can be a process where knowled!e is 
developed cumulatively, based lar!ely 
on visits and inspections of precedents, 
either their own, or others projects, 
as well as a si!nificant use of post-
occupancy evaluations.

Case study 7 : HLM Architects 
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HLM also undertake research projects, often 
into new solutions and technolo!y not readily 
known in the profession and often resultin! 
in the advancement of science and technolo!y 
in the architectural profession and the built 
environment. 

The scale of the practice allows for this 
a!!re!ated knowled!e and experience to be 
published, and they market the practice as 
leaders in the field.

The practice

Founded in 1964, 75 of HLM’s 200 employees 
are architects, and they work from six UK o"ces, 
in London, She"eld, Plymouth, Glas!ow, Belfast 
and Cardi#. The practice also has an international 
profile, with one o"ce in South Africa and one 
in Abu Dhabi. The practice provides services in 
most sectors of the built environment and has 
four business strands: HLM Architects, HLM 
Landscape and Urban Desi!n, HLM Interiors and 
HLM Environment.

Understandin! research

HLM Architects consider research to be an 
intrinsic part of their practice, and part of their 
daily processes. It is so inte!rated that, unless they 
are researchin! a specific subject, the architects 
interviewed ar!ued that it was di"cult for them to 
isolate any one of their re!ular activities as purely 
research. Further they do not have a dedicated 
research team, but often teams made up from 
di#erent parts of the business brin!in! di#erent 
skill sets, can be involved in specific research 
projects.

“Research happens sub-consciously within the 
organisation.”

They understand research as a cumulative 
process where built knowled!e, and the 
education and knowled!e of their team, are a 
primary resource. They source this knowled!e 
from their own experience as a practice, but 
also from information accessible online, from 
architectural journals and from conferences.

HLM believe that research within their practice 
!ives them a competitive advanta!e, with their 
built knowled!e allowin! them to be ahead of 
competitors. The practice also uses research as 
a marketin! tool. HLM Environment, for instance, 
allows the practice to respond to client concerns 
around environmental issues.

The practice also publishes documents 
providin! the profession and the !eneral public 
with specific desi!n principles that they have 
established throu!h work in a specialised 
field; publications that are built on the existin! 
practice-based knowled!e. They have made 
public, for instance, a baseline primary school 
desi!n and established a standard model 
of safe prison cell desi!n. In 2012 they also 
published !uidance on the desi!n of sin!le livin! 
accommodation for defence workers alon!side 
the Defence Infrastructure Or!anisation and 
Lend Lease. These publications are intended 
to place the practice ahead of the competition. 
While publications are not formally planned, 
HLM use them to take advanta!e of their existin! 
knowled!e.

The practice feels that research time within 
projects is bein! reduced thou!h newer 
procurement pro!rammes, Whilst HLM do invest 
their own time and costs, the practice would like 
to be able to dedicate more time to research that 
is not solely driven by commissioned projects.

“The pace of new processes does not leave time 
for research, you have to just go at it, and you 
can’t take any risks.”

Case study 7 : HLM Architects
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Precedent

The architects interviewed were most concerned 
with precedent as the type of knowled!e that 
formed the primary research area for HLM 
architects, both from their own practice and from 
other architects. The two aims of their research 
are to !et new ideas, and to learn lessons in 
order to avoid repetition of mistakes. Desi!n 
precedents inform new desi!n solutions.

The practice also consults existin! buildin! forms 
and massin! as well as historical research on 
the site’s existin! buildin!s; they consider the city 
fabric and how buildin!s work within it. They seek 
to understand how their project will relate to the 
existin! buildin! environment.

As a result of the a!e of the practice, HLM often 
works with clients that, they have worked with 
for more than 15 years. The catalo!ue of the 
practice’s previous buildin!s and projects is used 
as an index to which HLM architects refer when 
workin! on a new project; they do an historical 
analysis of their previous schemes, as well as 
trackin! their development over time.

“You do research into what works, what kind of 
spaces and what kind of colours you have to use 
in those sort of places.”

Buildin! on existin! knowled!e, HLM’s architects 
look for case studies. This process can 
sometimes start with a simple online ima!e 
search, that will be followed by further and more 
thorou!h online research if they are interested 
in a specific project they stumble upon. While 
they can find precedents in architectural journals 
as well, they usually favour searchin! online as 
they believe that schemes that make the journals 
are the schemes that have !enerous bud!ets, 
which distracts from the cost constraints of 
their projects. This research can also be done by 
peer-to-peer communication with the practice’s 
contacts.

Conferences also provide a useful platform for 
knowled!e exchan!e about previous projects 
and new desi!n examples that may inform the 
practice’s work. Buildin! visits are another way 
of !ainin! insi!ht into the approaches that they 
favour, and the architects interviewed re!retted 
havin! neither the opportunity nor the time to 
visit existin! projects more often.

Case study 7 : HLM Architects
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Post-occupancy evaluation

Post-occupancy evaluation overlaps with HLM’s 
assessment of precedents, especially with 
re!ards to certain types of projects. School, 
hospital and prison projects are projects that 
should be human oriented and committed to 
the needs of users; these are the ones where 
the practice tries to carry post-occupancy 
evaluations, throu!h reference !roups4, as often 
as they can.

“Going back into the buildings that we’ve 
designed is always the best way of finding out 
how buildings perform, because buildings are 
used by people.”

For example, the architects visit the prisons that 
they have desi!ned as they consider that the best 
people to inform you about how prisons perform 
are the inmates. The practice’s ‘prisoner reference 
!roup’ is a forum of o"enders and inmates; inmates 
relate their daily experience, informin! future 
custodial desi!n processes undertaken by the 
practice. The visits are vital in helpin! the architects 
to understand how their desi!ns are performin!, 
and what they could do better.

New materials

Investi!ation of new materials is a balance 
between experimentation and avoidance of risk. 
HLM Architects do investi!ate new and di"erent 
buildin! materials, and research the impact that 
they would have on their buildin!s. Based on 
information from the manufacturer they can 
make an assessment about the potential to use 
a material.

However, they note that the desire to experiment 
and innovate has to be balanced a!ainst client 
wishes; clients may be averse to experimentation 
as they wish to avoid insurance risk. HLM notes 
that client requirements limit the research, and 
in particular the testin! of new materials that the 
practice can undertake. This is especially true for 
projects in custodial or education sectors where 
clients seek ‘a safe pair of hands’.

In interior desi!n re!ular research on trends 
and new materials is even more important to 
the practice. This may investi!ate o#ce desi!n 
principles and concepts, specifications and 
furniture as well as new materials, products, and 
internal finish specifications. New information 
from manufacturers can prompt the practice to 
assess/reassess materials available to them.

4 HLM Architects,  Reference Groups. Available at: <http://www.hlmarchitects.com/foresi!ht-and-innovation/reference-!roups> 
[accessed 20 Au!. 2014]]
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Fi!ure 13
Proposed atrium space at She!eld Hallam.
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Sustainability

HLM aims that all of their architecture responds 
to the climate, local environment and settin!, 
so sustainability is a strate!ic research area for 
the practice; sustainable desi!n is part of the 
practice’s ethical position. Passive desi!n – 
in order to reduce ener!y consumption of a 
buildin! – is one of the approaches they have 
dedicated research time to. The practice’s 
Passivhaus terrace for the Scottish Housin! 
Expo5  is an example of their work in the field. 
The practice works collaboratively with its clients 
to maximise its projects’ sustainability.

The practice’s research into sustainable desi!n is 
to ensure the practice’s knowled!e is up-to-date 
– to ensure its architects have a comprehensive 
understandin! of le!islation, materials, new 
techniques and technolo!y and environmental 
desi!n principles – to support inte!ration of 
sustainability into the desi!n process. 
For example, many of the practice’s architects 
are trained BREEAM assessors, not in order 
to carry out BREEAM assessments, but rather to 
inform sustainable desi!n.

Case study 7 : HLM Architects

5The Scottish Government (2010) Passive House Terrace.
<http://www.scotland.!ov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/AandP/InspirationalDesi!ns/ProjectType/smallscalerural/PassiveTerrace>
[Accessed 20 Au!. 2014]

Detail – 
Project focused experimentation – 
She!eld Hallam University,  
Heart of the Campus

HLM architects are to create a new ‘heart’ to the She"eld 
Hallam Colle!iate Crescent Campus, providin! academic, 
teachin! and social spaces in a new hub buildin!. Spaces will 
surround a three storey atrium, which will provide a focus for 
hub activities and primary circulation routes. The !round floor 
will house a café and social learnin! areas, while upper floors 
will contain teachin! areas and o"ces.

The architects wanted a fairly stron! !raphic to create 
an identity for the buildin!, and conducted research into 
materials that could be etched. They found a material that is 
a compressed timber; a base timber material with a lumber 
surface that can be etched – a material that has rarely been 
used in En!land. The architects researched collaboratively 
with a public artist to determine the technical constraints of 
the material (depth of etch etc.) as well as to develop desi!ns 
for the façade system.
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PRP 
Architects
PRP Architects has a stron! 
commitment to research, experienced 
researchers, and it was the only 
practice in this study who directly 
access research fundin!, as well as 
claimin! R&D tax credits. 

 Case study 8 : PRP Architects 
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Research helps position PRP as thou!ht leaders, 
informs the practice, and helps it win new work. 
The practice has demonstrated the value of 
research by launchin! a sister company, PRP 
Innovate, as a vehicle to enable it to pro!ress its 
research ambitions. 

The practice assembles research teams, from 
across its wide ran!e of disciplines and partners 
which include universities, technolo!y partners, 
suppliers, contractors as well as other consultants. 
This activity adds value to the practice and !ives 
it insi!ht into developin! desi!n and technical 
solutions as well as workin! methods.

PRP’s main research areas are: the residential 
sector, ener!y use and sustainability, and 
more recently, wellbein! and post-occupancy 
evaluation. It believes that research and expertise 
in these sectors means that the practice transcends 
the !enerally accepted role of architects, and are 
currently lookin! to promote this more widely.

The practice

PRP celebrated its 50th anniversary in 2013. 
It is a multi-disciplinary practice providin! 
architecture and a ran!e of complimentary 
services includin! environmental, project 
mana!ement, plannin!, transport, and landscape 
services. It specialises in all aspects of residential 
and mixed use development.

PRP is reco!nised for its in-depth knowled!e of 
the residential sector and from the early days 
of the practice has contributed new thinkin! 
to policy and desi!n related matters throu!h 
research. In recent years this has developed into 
a full research function with an environmental 
and technical focus involvin! other in-house 
disciplines and external a!encies.

Understandin! research

The practice has a clear understandin! of the 
research they wish to pursue, and how it will 
benefit their work. In particular they see research 
as fundamental to maintainin! a position as 
leaders in the residential sector; with the aim 
to drive sector-wide improvements in quality 
and technical performance, for example in the 
understandin! of ener!y use by occupants.

Specific reasons that PRP undertake research are:

 Generatin! new revenue streams.

 Expandin! its knowled!e and expertise.

 Broadenin! its market.

 Improvin! practice e"ciency.

  Maintainin! its position as expert in the 
residential sector.

Case study 8 : PRP Architects
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Other more personal reasons for undertakin! 
research include derivin! personal satisfaction 
from seein! research inform !overnment policy 
eventually leadin! to market delivery. However, 
the practice reco!nises that while research is 
vital for business and skills development it is 
not always followed throu!h to its conclusion.

“I think you have to do research to do 
development, but sometimes we just 
do research and we stop at that. We don’t 
do the development side of things.”

PRP were the only practice interviewed who were 
takin! advanta!e of major !overnment R&D 
fundin! mechanisms, includin! the European 
Union’s Framework Pro!ramme 7 funds, 
Technolo!y Strate!y Board (now Innovate UK) 
fundin!, and R&D tax credits. To make it easier to 
access research fundin! the practice launched 
PRP Innovate in 2013, which focuses on research 
into the development of construction products, 
low-carbon buildin!s, buildin! sustainable 
communities and smart cities, smart systems 
and buildin! occupancy. The !roup specialises 
in systematic research, which is lar!ely scientific 
or technolo!ical.

The practice view major !overnment research 
and development funds as more important as 
it is more di"cult to access fundin! from bodies 
such as CABE or the HCA – who have had 
si!nificant bud!et cuts – or the BRE. The major 
practices still need insi!hts from lar!e studies 
and technical !uidance, so they are now lookin! 
to undertake studies themselves.

Ener!y use and sustainability

Research in ener!y use and sustainability forms 
a lar!e part of PRP’s research. For example, 
they are involved with research led by the Ener!y 
Technolo!ies Institute (ETI), which is separate 
from their re!ular, practice-based research. 

PRP have also started to build internal capacity 
to conduct research into ener!y use in homes. 
The analysis and development research team will 
lead on simulation work on buildin! e"ciency. This 
encompasses thermal modellin! and ener!y 
modellin! to look at ener!y performance of the 
buildin!. This will include inputtin! future climatic 
fi!ures and modellin! environmental conditions. 
In one brief they were asked to desi!n a buildin! 
that was resilient to climate chan!e up to 2030 
and had the capability to adapt up to 2050.

PRP have worked closely with the World Green 
Buildin! Council and the Zero Carbon Hub to deliver 
a roadmap to pro!ress towards achievin! zero 
carbon homes and buildin!s by 2019 and achievin! 
our 80% emissions reduction tar!et by 2050.
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investment in energy storage and demand-side management projects

investment in embodied carbon reduction initiatives

investment in retrofitting of low-carbon technologies

investment in low carbon cooling

investment in low carbon electricity generation assets

investment in energy-from-waste plants

investment in district heating pipework

investment in local sustainable energy infrastructure

investment in local low carbon street lighting

investment in local electric vehicle infrastructure

retrofitting of local communal buildings

low carbon heat export infrastructure

communal waste management solutions

local micro-hydro schemes

local energy storage solutions

home electricity storage

demand side management

home electric vehicle charging

smart appliances

LED street lighting

site-based heat storage

vacuum waste collection systems

Green Gas certificates

CHP

biomass boilers

thermal bridging

high efficiency boilers

solar hot water

ground source heat pumps

air source heat pumps

photovoltaic panels

external heat gains

internal heat gains

building fabric U-values

thermal mass

air permeability

2015

2011

20072008

2009

2012

2019 2020

2010

1990 1998 2002 2006

UK signs the Kyoto protocol, created in 1997, 

ĐŽŵŵŝƫŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĚƵĐĞ͕�ďĞůŽǁ�ŝƚƐ�ϭϵϵϬ�ďĂƐĞůŝŶĞ͕�
emissions of carbon dioxide which are generated 

mostly by electricity, coal, and steel plants.

Paves the way for similar environmental 

ĐĞƌƟĮĐĂƟŽŶ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ�ĂƌŽƵŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ǁŽƌůĚ
The UK’s largest mixed-use carbon neutral 

ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ͕�ƐĞƫŶŐ�ŶĞǁ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚƐ�ŝŶ�
sustainable building

Introduced as a voluntary scheme, 

the code helped to place zero 

carbon development at the top of 

the industry agenda. 

h<�ďĞĐŽŵĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĮƌƐƚ�ĐŽƵŶƚƌǇ�ƚŽ�
set legally binding carbon targets

Engineering work on the Peterhead 

Carbon Capture and Storage 

project begins.  When completed, 

ŝƚ�ǁŝůů�ďĞ�ƚŚĞ�ĮƌƐƚ���^�ŐĂƐͲĮƌĞĚ�
ƉŽǁĞƌ�ƐƚĂƟŽŶ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ǁŽƌůĚ͘

12.5%
UK not only achieves its target below 

ϭϵϵϬ�ůĞǀĞůƐ͕�ďƵƚ�ĂůƐŽ�ĂĐŚŝĞǀĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ďŝŐŐĞƐƚ�
ƌĞĚƵĐƟŽŶ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ��ƵƌŽƉĞĂŶ�hŶŝŽŶ

dŚĞ�ŐŽǀĞƌŵĞŶƚ�ĐŽŶĮƌŵƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĂƌŐĞƚ�ĨŽƌ�ϮϬϭϲ�
is for all new homes to be zero carbon, but that 

ƚŚĞ�ĚĞĮŶŝƟŽŶ�ŶŽǁ�ĞǆĐůƵĚĞƐ�ƵŶƌĞŐƵůĂƚĞĚ�ĞŶĞƌŐǇ͘

100,000 
Code certified homes

,ŽƵƐĞ�ďƵŝůĚŝŶŐ�ŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇ�ĚĞůŝǀĞƌƐ�ŵŽƌĞ�ƚŚĂŶ�ϭϬϬ͕ϬϬϬ�
�ŽĚĞ�ĨŽƌ�^ƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďůĞ�,ŽŵĞƐ�ĐĞƌƟĮĞĚ�ƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐ͘

Bristol is named the European Green Capital for 

ϮϬϭϱ͕�ĂƐ�Ă�ƌĞƐƵůƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ Ɛ͛�ĐŽŵŵŝƩŵĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�
ŝŶǀĞƐƟŶŐ�ΥϯϬϬŵ�ĨŽƌ�ĞŶĞƌŐǇ�ĞĸĐŝĞŶĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�

ƌĞŶĞǁĂďůĞ�ĞŶĞƌŐǇ�ďǇ�ϮϬϮϬ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ĂĐŚŝĞǀĞŵĞŶƚ�
ŽĨ�ƐŝŐŶŝĮĐĂŶƚ�ƌĞĚƵĐƟŽŶƐ�ŝŶ�ĞŶĞƌŐǇ�ƵƐĞ͘

UK goverment passes the Community Energy 

^ƚƌĂƚĞŐǇ͕ �ŽīĞƌŝŶŐ�ĮŶĂŶĐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ�ƚŽ�ϱ͕ϬϬϬ�
ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇ�ŐƌŽƵƉƐ�ƵŶĚĞƌƚĂŬŝŶŐ�ĞŶĞƌŐǇ�ŝŶŝƟĂƟǀĞƐ�

across the country.

�ůů�ŶĞǁ�ŶŽŶͲĚŽŵĞƐƟĐ�
buildings to be zero carbon

UK renewables at

15%
ϭϱй�ŽĨ�h< Ɛ͛�ĞŶĞƌŐǇ�ĐŽŶƐƵŵƉƟŽŶ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŵĞ�ĨƌŽŵ�

ƌĞŶĞǁĂďůĞ�ƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ŽŶͲ�ĂŶĚ�ŽīͲƐŚŽƌĞ�ǁŝŶĚ͕�
biomass heat and electricity, marine energy, ground 

and air source heat pumps, and renewable transport.

UK carbon emissions reduced by 

34%
ĐŽŵƉĂƌĞĚ�ƚŽ�ϭϵϵϬ�ďĂƐĞůŝŶĞ

Building Regulations improved by 

44%
ŽǀĞƌ�ϮϬϬϮ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚƐ

The Hub is becomes 

ŽƉĞƌĂƟŽŶĂů͕�ŚĞůƉŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ�
the government’s target of 

delivering zero carbon homes 

ŝŶ��ŶŐůĂŶĚ�ĨƌŽŵ�ϮϬϭϲ͘

All new homes in the UK 

to be zero carbon

is the most sustainable city in Britain, according to 

ƚŚĞ�^ƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďůĞ��ŝƟĞƐ�/ŶĚĞǆ͘��/ƚ�ƚƌĂĐŬĞĚ�ƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐ�
ŽŶ�ƐƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ŝŶ��ƌŝƚĂŝŶ Ɛ͛�ϮϬ�ůĂƌŐĞƐƚ�ĐŝƟĞƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�

ϮϬϬϳ�ƚŽ�ϮϬϭϬ�ŝŶ�ƚĞƌŵƐ�ŽĨ�ĞŶǀƌŝŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů�
ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞ͕�ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�ůŝĨĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĨƵƚƵƌĞƉƌŽŽĮŶŐ͘
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C A R B O N  C O M P L I A N C E

THE ROAD TO ZERO CARBON
Charting the UK’s journey from Kyoto to Zero Carbon and beyond

UK carbon emissions reduced by 

80%
ĐŽŵƉĂƌĞĚ�ƚŽ�ϭϵϵϬ�ďĂƐĞůŝŶĞ

BREEAM launched

Newcastle Zero Carbon Definition

UK carbon emissions down by

Zero Carbon Compendium First Code Level 6 Home

Kyoto Protocol BEDZED Code for Sustainable Homes

BrightonZero Carbon Hub launchedBristol

Revised Zero Carbon Definition

Zero Carbon Buildings

Zero Carbon Homes Bristol Community Energy Strategy Peterhead

Climate Change Act

2013

20142016

2050

Fi!ure 14
The road to zero carbon. 

© PRP and Zero Carbon Hub.

Case study 8 : PRP Architects
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Detail – 
Research collaboration: 
the Ener!y Technolo!ies Institute (ETI)

Back!round: The ETI was established in 2007 
with £100m of investment of which 50 per cent 
was committed by the Department for Ener!y 
and Climate Chan!e (DECC), with the remainder 
comin! from six private companies: Shell, BP, 
E.ON, EDF, Rolls-Royce and Caterpillar.

It is funded until 2017, with an option to continue 
after that date.

Objective: To decarbonise the UK’s ener!y and 
transport sectors.

PRP’s role: PRP are involved in a number 
of pro!rammes bein! funded by the ETI, 
includin! Smart Systems and Heat. They are 
the leadin! partner in the Consumer Response 
and Behaviour Unit (CRAB), which looks at why 
people use ener!y in their homes and other 
buildin!s, rather than how much they use.

Research: In partnership with social researchers 
the practice is researchin! monitorin! systems 
and how to undertake technical evaluation in 
occupied homes. 

Case study 8 : PRP Architects

Fi!ure 15
Systems dia!ram of the Ener!y. © PRP Architects
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Case study 8 : PRP Architects

Post-occupancy evaluation

Post-occupancy evaluation is an emer!in! area 
of research for PRP and they have recruited in 
order to build capacity and expertise. While the 
practice already undertakes post-completion 
site visits, over time these have become 
more technical and require a !reater level of 
standardisation to produce detailed and valuable 
reports.

As the practice adopts a more technical evaluation 
process they will be!in to monitor space utilisation, 
e"ciency of the buildin! and performance; by 
doin! so they will be able to advise the client in 
how to use their buildin! e"ciently. At present they 
are unsure how much the new strate!y will benefit 
the practice; for example they note that, at present, 
few clients are willin! to pay for post-occupancy 
evaluation, in particular evaluation usin! social 
science methods. Will clients be more inclined 
to pay for a service which directly reduces their 
ener!y bills?

Skills and knowled!e

PRP’s approach to research – brin!in! to!ether 
architects, en!ineers, economists and social 
scientists – is emblematic of their view of the 
practice more !enerally. Havin! a multi-skilled 
research team means “they can do lots of 
di#erent thin!s with lots of di#erent people”. 
PRP also sees real value in brin!in! in external 
partners to enlar!e their skillset; the ETI project 
involved workin! with academics from UCL as a 
technolo!y partner; this teaches them to think in 
a di#erent way.

Likewise much of the work the practice does 
sits outside traditional architectural activity. 
At present the majority of the practice’s work 
is won on account of the practice’s profile and 
throu!h referrals from existin! clients. PRP is 
seekin! to chan!e its profile and brand to reflect 
the multi-disciplinary nature of their work.

“We bring in di!erent people, di!erent 
organisations, that we know have skills that  
are di!erent to ours.”

The practice believes that the most skilled 
researchers come from academic back!rounds 
(and have worked in research for lon!er) while 
research skills are not necessarily somethin! 
that comes easily to all architects, some of whom 
may be more focused on definin! the detail. 
They also believe that the benefits of workin! 
with universities are mainly felt by workin! with 
individuals, rather than institutions as a whole.
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Methods

BOP Consultin! carried out this research on 
behalf of the RIBA, lookin! into the need for 
research and research-based knowled!e in 
architectural practices. The broad aims were:

  To consider how architects understand, use 
and undertake research in their practices.

  To assess RIBA members’ research needs 
and interests.

  To support the RIBA’s own research, includin! 
its future research strate!y.

The findin!s are also pertinent to other parts  
of the RIBA, potentially impactin! on CPD, 
support of members and its international work. 
The study complements the literature review 
Architects and Research-based Knowled!e 
undertaken by the Research Information Network 
for the RIBA, a collaborative research project 
Home Improvements Housing Research in 
Practice led by the University of She"eld, The 
RIBA Research in Practice Guide and the RIBA 
SCHOSA Review of University Research 2013. 
These documents make up the RIBA series 
Architects and Research and can be found at: 
www.architecture.com/research.

Research questions

The primary research question was:

  What research and research-based 
knowled!e do architects require to support 
their practice?

Secondary research questions included:

 How do architects define research?

  What research do architects undertake 
themselves?

 How do architects use other’s research?

  What value does research brin! to 
architectural practice?

Approach and case studies

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 
practices, ran!in! in size from sole practitioners 
to lar!e practices with an international presence. 
Practices were chosen to !ive a ran!e of 
practice focus, size and location. The researchers 
attempted to interview a ran!e of architects 
of di#erent seniorities, but access to youn!er 
architects was often di"cult to achieve.

Research Methods 

Research Methods
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Research Methods

Fi!ure 16
Case study interviews

 size location number of   
   interviews

Pierre Maré Architects sole London 1
Sofie Pelsmakers sole London 1
Avery Associates Architects small/micro London 1
Axis Desi!n Architects small/micro Birmin!ham 2
Hyde and Hyde small/micro Swansea 2
Desi!n En!ine medium Winchester 1
HLM Architects lar!e She"eld 3
PRP lar!e/international London 2




